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About Juliet Funt
Juliet Funt is the founder and owner of WhiteSpace at Work, training and consulting firm
that helps organizations, their leaders and employees flip the norms of business in order to
reclaim their creativity, productivity and engagement. With thought-provoking content and
immediately actionable tools, she has become a nationally recognized expert in coping with
the Age of Overload in which we all live and work.
Juliet helps attendees learn the pivotal difference between activity and productivity. She
teaches them a streamlined method for personal process improvement – leading to more
creativity and engagement. She helps executives, managers and teams answer the critical
question “What thoughts deserve my full attention today?”
Juliet regularly wows audiences as a high-impact, high-energy speaker. Yet her deeper
mission is to show organizations how WhiteSpace® can change the negative patterns and
behaviors that prevent them from achieving optimum results. Her clients include a number
of Fortune 100 companies and span a wide array of industries, from financial services to technology, manufacturing to the military- executive workshops
to audiences as large as 7,000.
Incredibly intuitive, Juliet successfully blends highly customized content with a keen understanding of clients’ needs in her programs and consulting
work. With a unique blend of charisma, humor and tough love, she has the uncanny ability to connect with people at all levels, compelling them to make
real, lasting change. Yet beneath her powerful assets, she is both authentic and accessible. As a busy corporate speaker and consultant, business
owner, wife, and mother of three young boys, she practices on a daily basis the WhiteSpace® concept she shares with clients.
Juliet Funt is a force for change in organizations around the world, helping them find their WhiteSpace, recharge their people and reclaim their passion
for work.
Select Keynotes
Activity is Not Productivity: Raising Engagement Through Reclaiming WhiteSpace
Many wonderful companies are trapped in a thread of common denial. They believe pressure and incentives are enough to support workers who
live perennially on the leading edge of burnout. That equation cannot be sustained. But with one vital new ingredient, WhiteSpace, organizations
can free their talented teams to deliver their most engaged work — and sustain that commitment far into the future. In this high-energy session,
we examine the critical difference between activity and true productivity, between cramming in more tasks and selectively choosing to dive into
the right ones with thoughtfulness. We also meet and arm ourselves against The Thieves of Productivity, a group of positive assets that often
run amuck and trap us into low-value tasks. By examining the surprising downside of these attributes, we create a customized road map
towards more WhiteSpace at the individual, team and organizational level. Lastly we explore The WhiteSpace Simplification Questions — four
simple inquiries that provide endless insight and positive reframing around even the toughest individual and organizational hurdles.
Select Articles
Juliet Funt—The Strategic Pause
Juliet Funt, a recognized consultant and speaker, founded WhiteSpace at Work with the mission to unearth the potential of companies by
unburdening their talent. A warrior against reactive busyness, Funt teaches a streamlined method for personal process improvement that
reduces complexity in the workplace.
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